We recently celebrated the 50th anniversary of the founding of the NAM, formerly the Institute of Medicine. Reflecting on the achievements of the past decades is an important part of charting the course toward the future. The work of the NAM over the last year is a testament to our commitment to tackling the challenges of today and preparing for those yet to come.

Throughout 2022, the NAM has responded to the pressing issues of the COVID-19 pandemic, firearm violence, reproductive health and well-being, and clinician burnout to name a few. In the face of uncertainty, the NAM has stepped forward without hesitation, offering science-based leadership and facilitating collaborative solutions.

As part of our effort to stem the tide of the health workforce burnout and depletion, we launched a National Plan for Health Workforce Well-Being (page 6), identifying priority areas to drive collective and coordinated action across the health sector. To date, 50 organizations have formally endorsed the National Plan and this year we announced a nationwide campaign to implement its priorities focused on supporting health workers and their patients.

The NAM also released publications focused on U.S. health system transformation and extending the human healthspan. Emerging Stronger After COVID-19: Priorities for Health System Transformation (page 9) outlined priorities for cross-sector impact and the Global Roadmap on Healthy Longevity (page 13) presented a vision for healthy longevity achievable by 2050.

Our focus on the climate crisis and its impact on health and equity remains steadfast (page 13). In addition to work on reducing the carbon footprint of the U.S. health sector and building a roadmap toward systems transformation, the NAM has launched the Climate Communities Network. This initiative will bring together community leaders from U.S. regions disproportionately impacted by climate change to work collaboratively on solutions and inform decision-making.

In response to two issues reaching new levels of crisis in 2022—firearm injuries and inequitable access to reproductive health care—the NAM launched two new groups that are now hard at work developing critical resources (pages 7 and 8).

Centering equity and lived experience is critical to the success of the NAM and is woven throughout our work. You will find more highlights throughout this report that underscore this commitment, including activities to communicate about the health impacts of structural racism, address the U.S. opioid epidemic, and more.

This work is possible only through the generosity, expertise, and care shown by the NAM’s donors, members, volunteers, and staff. Together, we are paving the road to a healthier future for all.

VICTOR J. DZAU
President, National Academy of Medicine

May 2023
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Responding to Pressing Issues

Clinician Well-Being

Throughout 2022, the NAM convened, published, and shaped the national health workforce well-being conversation, holding sessions focused on health care worker retention, documentation burden, health technology, and more. The NAM also released the Resource Compendium for Health Care Worker Well-Being in January 2022. The Compendium offers resources for health care leaders and workers to address burnout and improving clinician well-being.

In October 2022, the NAM launched the National Plan for Health Workforce Well-Being to drive collective action to strengthen health workforce well-being and restore the health of the nation. More than 1,700 public comments were received on the draft plan in May 2022; more than 1,000 virtual participants attended the October launch; and 50 organizations endorsed the final publication.

The NAM is leading a new Change Maker Campaign to implement the National Plan’s priorities and plans to establish a national awareness day to raise visibility about health workforce well-being, year after year.

The U.S. Opioid Epidemic

In April 2022, the NAM released a patient-centered Chronic Pain Journey Map, which visually illustrates the experiences of people living with chronic, non-cancer pain as they navigate treatment and care systems. The interactive journey map has been cited as informing the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services chronic pain management payment codes for the 2023 Physician Fee Schedule to improve comprehensive care.

To address how education and training can more effectively respond to this crisis, the NAM published Educating Together, Improving Together: Harmonizing Interprofessional Approaches to Address the Opioid Epidemic, a framework that identifies competencies needed across professions to address practice gaps and strengthen care delivery.

Future work of the NAM Action Collaborative on Countering the U.S. Opioid Epidemic will focus on advancing health equity, catalyzing data-driven implementation, and developing a public health framework for substance use disorders.
Structural Racism & Health Inequity

The NAM’s Culture of Health Program is a collaborative effort to identify strategies to create and sustain conditions that support equitable good health for everyone in the United States. In January 2022, the NAM held a meeting to examine key considerations for measuring, evaluating, and communicating the impact of efforts to accelerate health equity. This event highlighted existing approaches to measuring and evaluating health equity strategies in various sectors, and elevated promising strategies to measure impact of efforts to sustain and advance health equity outcomes.

Upcoming program activities will advance action on addressing inequitable health outcomes among groups that have been marginalized, with particular focus on Black, Indigenous, Pacific Islander, Latino/a/x, and Asian American populations in the United States, identifying systems-level changes needed to remove barriers to achieving optimal health for all.

Firearm Violence & Injury in the United States

The toll of firearm-related death and injury that wreaks havoc across U.S. communities also does so to our health care system. The complex national challenge of firearm violence and injury is wide and deep and requires significant research, investment, and multisectoral participation to move the needle. The NAM assembled a task force of experts to determine how to advance critical research and interventions to reverse the deadly trends around firearm violence and injury in America. As part of its work, the task force is developing a paper outlining an evidence-based, multisectoral approach—characteristic of efforts used to address public health challenges—that can prevent firearm-related injuries and death.
Reproductive Health, Equity & Society

An NAM advisory group was formed in September 2022 to shape the NAM/NASEM response to the broad-reaching effects of the *Dobbs v. Jackson Women’s Health Organization* decision. The group is developing two resources: a landscape paper, charting the likely impacts of the decision across facets of health, health care, and society, and a compilation of relevant external research and guidance. In order to create a longer-term infrastructure for this group, it has evolved into the NASEM Standing Committee on Reproductive Health, Equity, and Society. Fundraising is underway to develop new activities under the standing committee.

Credible Online Health Information

In 2022, the NAM collaborated with the Council for Medical Specialty Societies and the World Health Organization to build on guidance from the 2021 NAM discussion paper “Identifying Credible Sources of Health Information in Social Media: Principles & Attributes” (Kington, et al.). The second paper, published in May 2023, considers the credibility of a broader set of information sources, including corporations and individuals. Further program planning in the area of credible health information is underway.
Advising on U.S. & Global Health & Science Policy

Emerging Science, Technology, & Innovation in Health and Medicine

In 2022, the NAM launched a consensus study informed by the analyses undertaken by its standing Committee on Emerging Science, Technology, and Innovation. The study is tasked with developing a cross-sectoral governance framework for considering potential benefits and harms that emerging science, technology, and innovation in health and medicine can bring to society and with recommending approaches to align development and governance of emerging technologies with core ethical principles, with a focus on equity. The 19-member study committee is co-chaired by Keith Wailoo, PhD (NAM), Princeton University and Keith Yamamoto, PhD (NAS/NAM), University of California, San Francisco. The committee’s report is due for publication in summer 2023.

U.S. Health System Transformation

The efforts of the NAM Leadership Consortium: Collaboration for a Learning Health System have influenced strategic thinking, facilitated action, and advanced impact toward a learning health system where best practices and new knowledge are being integrated to improve the health and well-being of all.

Especially important, in November 2022, the NAM announced the Emerging Fairer & Stronger from COVID-19 National Commission on Investment Imperatives for a Healthy Nation. As the primary national level entity working to improve alignment in activities across the health system, it has set the stage for transformational action in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic. This new initiative aims to advance transformative improvements in the U.S. health system, motivated by and based on lessons learned from deadly shortfalls experienced during the pandemic. The Commission will examine cross-sectoral challenges of health system fragmentation, misaligned incentives, and structural inequities, describing their characteristics and identifying strategic actions and policies to remedy them.

Throughout the year, the NAM Leadership Consortium released 11 publications that support the advancement of a learning health system, including Emerging Stronger from COVID-19: Priorities for Health System Transformation—a special publication that distills insight from leaders across all major health system sectors to identify opportunities for meaningful health system transformation—and “Assessing Meaningful Community Engagement: A Conceptual Model to Advance Health Equity Through Transformed Systems for Health,” a commentary that describes factors needed to assess the quality and impact of meaningful community engagement.
Emerging Stronger from COVID-19: Priorities for Health System Transformation

During the COVID-19 pandemic, there have been heroic responses to the disease, death, inequity, and economic strife unleashed by the virus, but the United States also experienced the consequences of poor pandemic preparedness and long-standing structural failures in our health system. Leveraging lessons learned, this report suggested actions for a health system that centers patients, families, and communities; cares for clinicians; supports care systems, public health, and biomedical research to perform at the best of their abilities; applies innovations from digital health and quality, safety, and standards organizations; and encourages health care payers and health product manufacturers and innovators to produce products that benefit all.

Sharing Health Data: The Why, the Will, and the Way Forward

Sharing health data and information across stakeholder groups is the bedrock of a learning health system. During the pandemic, there was a surge in collaboration among data holders in public health, health care, and technology firms, suggesting that an evolution in health data sharing is visible and tangible. This report highlighted some of these novel data sharing collaborations and provided practical context and implementation guidance; identified and described exemplar groups to dispel the myth that sharing health data more broadly is impossible; illuminated the innovative approaches being taken to make progress in the current environment; and shared lessons and insights from those on the front lines.
Catalyzing Innovative Health System Transformation: An Opportunity Agenda for the Center for Medicare & Medicaid Innovation

Since its founding, the Center for Medicare & Medicaid Innovation (CMMI) has tested more than 50 alternative payment models, yielding invaluable insights on the implementation of models to achieve better care, better health, and lower costs. But many of these lessons are unapplied. This report suggested priority actions for CMMI centered on signaling, mapping, measuring, modeling, partnering, and demonstrating. These priority actions are intended to assist in aligning, supporting, and informing the implementation of CMMI's Strategic Refresh.

“Assessing Meaningful Community Engagement: A Conceptual Model to Advance Health Equity Through Transformed Systems for Health”

Meaningful community engagement requires working collaboratively with and through those who share similar situations, concerns, or challenges. This commentary described a dynamic conceptual model highlighting factors for assessing the quality and impact of meaningful community engagement across various sectors and partnerships, while simultaneously emphasizing health equity and health system transformation.
“Multi-Payer Alignment on Value-Based Care” highlighted priority areas and key themes to help address critical issues and challenges around multi-payer alignment.

“Collecting Data to Ensure Equity in Payment” Policy highlighted priority areas and key themes to help address critical issues and challenges around collecting data to ensure equity.

“Health Product Manufacturers and Innovators COVID-19 Impact Assessment: Lessons Learned and Compelling Needs” suggested policy priorities to increase the effectiveness, efficiency, and equity of the HPMI sector and across the U.S. health care system.

Digital Health COVID-19 Impact Assessment: Lessons Learned and Compelling Needs explored digital health lessons learned during the response to COVID-19 and discussed key priorities to inform a vision for a better future.

“The Promise of Digital Health: Then, Now, and the Future” provided a comprehensive review of digital health tools and identified critical priorities for cooperation and collaboration among policy makers and industry leaders.

“Meeting the Moment: Addressing Barriers and Facilitating Clinical Adoption of Artificial Intelligence in Medical Diagnosis” examined key factors related to the successful adoption of AI-DDS tools and discussed related issues of bias and equity.

“A Global Equity Model (GEM) for the Advancement of Community Health and Health Equity” proposed an innovative payment model that realigns incentives across the necessary stakeholders, programs, and payments in metropolitan areas to advance community health and achieve health equity.

“Health Technology for All: An Equity-Based Paradigm Shift Opportunity” called for health sector stakeholders—including academic institutions, funding organizations, health system leaders, technology companies, and policy leaders—to consider their role in a future paradigm where equity and progress are inextricably linked.
Tackling Grand Challenges & Advancing Bold Ideas

Healthy Longevity

2022 was a milestone year for the NAM’s Healthy Longevity Global Grand Challenge. In June, the NAM released the Global Roadmap for Healthy Longevity consensus report, which describes a vision of healthy longevity that could be achieved by 2050. The NAM held three summits—in the United States, Singapore, and Saudi Arabia—to discuss how the report recommendations can be put into action.

In September, the NAM and its collaborators in the Healthy Longevity Global Competition announced the extension of the international Catalyst Awards through 2025, securing commitments of an additional $15M. The competition seeks bold, new ideas with the potential for big impact in disease prevention, mobility, functionality, social connectedness, the biology of aging, and more. In 2022, more than 1,100 innovators entered the competition and 130 received a $50,000 Catalyst Award.

Climate Change, Human Health, & Equity

Climate change is one of our greatest public health and equity challenges, requiring action across every sector of society. The health sector has a duty to raise the alarm on the health impacts of climate change and to address the sector’s own contributions to the climate crisis. The NAM’s Grand Challenge on Climate Change, Human Health, and Equity—launched in 2020—focusses on decarbonization of the U.S. health sector, elevating community expertise to address climate-related health inequities, and developing a roadmap for global systems transformation.

Climate change is one of our greatest public health and equity challenges, requiring action across every sector of society. The health sector has a duty to raise the alarm on the health impacts of climate change and to address the sector’s own contributions to the climate crisis. The NAM’s Grand Challenge on Climate Change, Human Health, and Equity—launched in 2020—focusses on decarbonization of the U.S. health sector, elevating community expertise to address climate-related health inequities, and developing a roadmap for global systems transformation.

The Action Collaborative on Decarbonizing the U.S. Health Sector established four working groups and has expanded to include network organizations—more than 110 organizations have committed to mitigating climate change and protecting human health, well-being, and equity. In March 2022, the NAM hosted a public meeting on health sector decarbonization in the United States and globally, drawing more than 400 participants.

Centering community priorities is key to reducing climate-related health inequities and, in December 2022, the NAM held a listening session to gather critical input for building the Climate Communities Network (CCN), a community-driven initiative to create solutions to climate-related health inequities at the local level. The CCN will create a platform for climate-impacted communities to share challenges and solutions, and elevate community wisdom to inform climate-related policy, investments, and research decision-making. Applications for CCN Members opened in May 2023.

Looking forward, and on a global scale, the NAM is working to develop a comprehensive roadmap report that offers a vision, strategy, and recommendations for systems transformation toward a global economy that promotes health, well-being, and equity. The roadmap will provide actionable recommendations for public and private sector leaders and entities to facilitate this transformation. Work on the roadmap will begin in late 2023.
Featured Consensus Reports from the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine
The National Imperative to Improve Nursing Home Quality: Honoring Our Commitment to Residents, Families, and Staff

Nursing homes play a unique dual role in the long-term care continuum, serving as a place where people receive needed health care and a place that they call home. Ineffective responses to the complex challenges of nursing home care have resulted in a system that often fails to ensure the well-being and safety of nursing home residents. This report identified seven broad goals and supporting recommendations which provide the overarching framework for a comprehensive approach to improving the quality of care in nursing homes.

Reassessment of the Department of Veterans Affairs Airborne Hazards and Open Burn Pit Registry assessed the ability of the registry to “ascertain and monitor” the health effects of exposure to airborne hazards, including oil-well fire smoke, emissions from open burn pits, dust and sand, diesel exhaust, and poor-quality ambient air.

Review of Fate, Exposure, and Effects of Sunscreens in Aquatic Environments and Implications for Sunscreen Usage and Human Health called on the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency to conduct an ecological risk assessment of UV filters to characterize the possible risks to aquatic ecosystems and the species that live in them.

Guidance on PFAS Exposure, Testing, and Clinical Follow-Up recommended that the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention update its clinical guidance to advise clinicians to offer PFAS blood testing to patients likely to have a history of elevated exposure, such as those with occupational exposures or who live in areas known to be contaminated.

Selected Heritable Disorders of Connective Tissue and Disability provided information regarding the diagnosis, treatment, and prognosis of selected heritable disorders of connective tissue and the effect of the disorders and their treatment on functioning.

Realizing the Promise of Equity in the Organ Transplantation System

Each year, the individuals and organizations in the U.S. organ donation, procurement, allocation, and distribution system work together to provide transplants to many thousands of people, but thousands more die before getting a transplant due to the ongoing shortage of deceased donor organs and inequitable access to transplant waiting lists. This report provided expert recommendations to improve fairness, equity, transparency, and cost-effectiveness in the donor organ system.
Improving the CDC Quarantine Station Network’s Response to Emerging Threats identified how lessons learned during COVID-19 and other public health emergencies can be leveraged to strengthen pandemic response.

Selected Immune Disorders and Disability provided an overview of the current status of the diagnosis, treatment, and prognosis of selected immune system disorders in the U.S. population, common treatments, and other considerations.

Building Data Capacity for Patient-Centered Outcomes Research: Priorities for the Next Decade offered input on strengthening the overall framework for building the data infrastructure for patient-centered outcomes research over the coming years.

Enhancing NIH Research on Autoimmune Disease called for the creation of systems to collect data to study disease across the life course and highlighted research needs that crosscut many autoimmune diseases.

Premium Cigars: Patterns of Use, Marketing, and Health Effects assessed the state of evidence on premium cigar characteristics, current patterns of use, marketing and perceptions of the product, and short- to long-term health effects, and provided priority research recommendations.

Building Resilience into the Nation’s Medical Product Supply Chains examined the root causes of medical product shortages and identified ways to enhance their resilience, including during public health emergencies.

Frameworks for Protecting Workers and the Public from Inhalation Hazards made recommendations for a framework of responsibilities and authorities that would provide an authoritative source of information and effective oversight for the development, approval, and use of respiratory protection.

Traumatic Brain Injury: A Roadmap for Accelerating Progress called not merely for improvement, but for a transformation of attitudes, understanding, investments, and care systems for TBI.
Long COVID: Examining Long-Term Health Effects of COVID-19 and Implications for the Social Security Administration: Proceedings of a Workshop

"Long COVID" refers to the wide range of long-lasting symptoms experienced by some patients after a SARS-CoV-2 infection. Long COVID symptoms can affect a person’s ability to work and otherwise function in daily life, so people with the condition may need to utilize programs such as Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI) and the Supplemental Security Income Program (SSI). The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine hosted a public workshop to discuss research into the long-term health effects of COVID-19, their impacts on individuals and populations, and how the SSDI and SSI programs can support individuals who suffer disability as a result of Long COVID. This publication summarizes the presentation and discussion of the workshop.


Rapid Expert Consultation on Critical Federal Capabilities Needed to Evaluate Real-World Safety, Effectiveness, and Equitable Distribution and Use of Medical Countermeasures During a Public Health Emergency proposes modifications to a draft list of critical federal capabilities needed to evaluate real-world safety, effectiveness, equitable distribution, access, and use of medical countermeasures during a public health emergency.

Supporting Individual Risk Assessment during COVID-19 identifies actionable guidance for state, local, and tribal decision makers seeking to help members of the public make their own and others’ risk assessments related to COVID-19.

Evaluating COVID-19-Related Surveillance Measures for Decision-Making highlights new and updated COVID-19 data measures and surveillance strategies that decision makers can use to inform policy decisions.

Increasing Uptake of COVID-19 Vaccination Through Requirement and Incentive Programs identifies actionable guidance for state and local decision makers engaged in designing COVID-19 vaccine requirement and incentive programs to increase uptake of COVID-19 vaccines.
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In Memoriam
A major highlight of 2022 was the belated in-person celebration of the 50th anniversary of the founding of the NAM, formerly the Institute of Medicine (IOM). Nearly 700 members, staff, colleagues, supporters, and friends gathered at the National Building Museum in Washington, DC, for a remarkable gala that included speeches by President Biden’s Science Advisor and White House Office of Science and Technology Policy Director Arati Prabhakar, European Commission President Ursula von der Leyen, and WHO Director-General Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus. This momentous event was an opportunity to reflect on the IOM/NAM’s impact across its six decades and the NAM members who made it possible. To mark the anniversary, the NAM released two commemorative books, *Transforming Human Health: Celebrating 50 Years of Discovery and Progress* and *A History of the National Academy of Medicine: 50 Years of Transformational Leadership*. 
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Duke University School of Medicine
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Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai
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Vanderbilt University

ANA MARI CAUCE, PHD
University of Washington

ZHIIJAN “JAMES” CHEN, PHD
Howard Hughes Medical Institute and University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center

REGINA S. CUNNINGHAM, PHD, RN, FAAN
Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania

DEBORAH V. DEAS, MD, MPH
School of Medicine, University of California, Riverside

MARIE-CARMELLE ELIE, MD, FACEP, FCCM
Heersink School of Medicine, University of Alabama at Birmingham

WAFIAF FAWZI, MBBS, DRPH
Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health

HENRI R. FORD, MD, MHA
University of Miami Leonard M. Miller School of Medicine

ELIZABETH J. FOWLER, PHD, JD
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services

WAYNE A. I. FREDERICK, MD, MBA
Howard University

KATHERINE A. GALLAGHER, MD
University of Michigan

SANKAR GHOSH, PHD
Vagelos College of Physicians and Surgeons, Columbia University

PETER M. GLAZER, MD, PHD
Yale School of Medicine
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>Washington University School of Medicine in St. Louis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michele Heisler, MD, MPA</td>
<td>University of Michigan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracey Holloway, PhD</td>
<td>University of Wisconsin – Madison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lora V. Hooper, PhD</td>
<td>University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth A. Howell, MD, MPP</td>
<td>Perelman School of Medicine, University of Pennsylvania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judith A. James, MD, PhD</td>
<td>University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Joffe, MD, MPH</td>
<td>Perelman School of Medicine, University of Pennsylvania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camara Phyllis Jones, MD, MPH, PhD</td>
<td>King’s College London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheena A. Joselyn, PhD</td>
<td>Hospital for Sick Children, University of Toronto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katalin Karikó, PhD</td>
<td>University of Szeged, Hungary and University of Pennsylvania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sachin Kheterpal, MD, MBA</td>
<td>University of Michigan Medical School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura L. Kiessling, PhD</td>
<td>Massachusetts Institute of Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Kipnis, PhD</td>
<td>Washington University in St. Louis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eugene V. Koonin, PhD</td>
<td>National Library of Medicine, National Institutes of Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimitri Krainc, MD, PhD</td>
<td>Feinberg School of Medicine, Northwestern University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace M. Lee, MD, MPH</td>
<td>Stanford University School of Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel L. Levine, MD</td>
<td>U.S. Department of Health and Human Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna S. Lok, MD, MBBS</td>
<td>University of Michigan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal L. Mackall, MD</td>
<td>Stanford University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tippi C. Mackenzie, MD</td>
<td>University of California, San Francisco School of Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward W. Maibach, PhD, MPH</td>
<td>George Mason University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miguel Marino, PhD</td>
<td>Oregon Health and Science University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James M. Markert, MD, MPH, FAANS</td>
<td>University of Alabama at Birmingham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter W. Marks, MD, PhD</td>
<td>U.S. Food and Drug Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle McGuire, PhD</td>
<td>University of Idaho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Michael McWilliams, Jr., MD, PhD</td>
<td>Harvard Medical School and Brigham and Women’s Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul S. Mischel, MD</td>
<td>Stanford University School of Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa M. Monteggia, PhD</td>
<td>Vanderbilt University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel A. Morello-Frosch, PhD, MPH</td>
<td>School of Public Health, University of California, Berkeley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret P. Moss, PhD, JD, RN, FAAN</td>
<td>First Nations House of Learning and University of British Columbia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bhramar Mukherjee, PhD</td>
<td>University of Michigan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kari C. Nadeau, MD, PhD</td>
<td>Harvard T. H. Chan School of Public Health</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Member Highlights

**VICTOR NIZET, MD**  
Skaggs School of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences,  
University of California, San Diego

**JOHN N. NKENGASONG, PHD**  
U.S. President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR), U.S.  
Department of State

**AKINLOLU OJO, MD, PHD, MBA**  
University of Kansas School of Medicine

**SAAD B. OMER, MBBS, MPH, PHD**  
Yale Institute for Global Health and Yale Schools of Medicine,  
Public Health, and Nursing

**ANTHONY E. ORO, MD, PHD**  
Stanford University

**JOSÉ A. PAGÁN, PHD**  
School of Global Public Health, New York University

**VIKRAM PATEL, MBBS, PHD**  
Harvard Medical School and Harvard T.H. Chan School of  
Public Health

**MONICA E. PEEK, MD, MPH, MSC**  
University of Chicago Pritzker School of Medicine

**CHRISTINE A. PETERSEN, DVM, PHD, FASTMH**  
College of Public Health, University of Iowa

**KATHERINE S. POLLARD, PHD**  
Gladstone Institute of Data Science and Biotechnology and  
University of California, San Francisco

**KORNELIA POLYAK, MD, PHD**  
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute

**JOHN QUACKENBUSH, PHD**  
Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health

**MEGAN L. RANNEY, MD, MPH, FACEP**  
School of Public Health, Brown University

**W. KIMRYN RATHMELL, MD, PHD**  
Vanderbilt University Medical Center

**MARC E. ROTHENBERG, MD, PHD**  
University of Cincinnati College of Medicine and Cincinnati  
Children’s Hospital Medical Center

**NORMAN E. SHARPLESS, MD**  
University of North Carolina School of Medicine

**KRISHNA V. SHENOY, PHD**  
Howard Hughes Medical Institute, Stanford University

**YANG SHI, PHD**  
University of Oxford, Ludwig Institute for Cancer Research

**IDA SIM, MD, PHD**  
University of California, San Francisco

**MARIO SIMS, PHD, FAHA**  
School of Medicine, University of California - Riverside

**GWENDOLYN SOWA, MD, PHD**  
University of Pittsburgh Medical Center

**SOHAIL F. TAVAZOIE, MD, PHD**  
The Rockefeller University

**SALLY TEMPLE, PHD**  
Regenerative Research Foundation

**ALAN T. TITA, MD, PHD**  
Heersink School of Medicine, University of Alabama at  
Birmingham

**BRUCE J. TROMBERG, PHD**  
National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering,  
National Institutes of Health

**CHIEN-WEN TSENG, MD, MSEE, MPH**  
John A. Burns School of Medicine, University of Hawaii

**DAVID A. TUVESON, MD, PHD, FAACR**  
Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory

**OMAIDA C. VELÁZQUEZ, MD, FACS**  
Leonard M. Miller School of Medicine, University of Miami

**JENNIFER WEBSTER-CYRIAQUE, DDS, PHD**  
National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research,  
National Institutes of Health

**DREW WEISSMAN, MD, PHD**  
Perelman School of Medicine, University of Pennsylvania

**RUTH E. ZAMBRANA, PHD**  
University of Maryland, College Park

*Deceased*
International Members Elected in 2022

PEDRO L. ALONSO, MD, PHD
University of Barcelona

PETER JOHN CAMPBELL, MBCHB, PHD
Wellcome Sanger Institute

DIARMID CAMPBELL-LENDRUM, MA, DPHIL
World Health Organization

BART DE STROOPER, MD, PHD
UK Dementia Research Institute, KU Leuven, Vlaams Instituut voor Biotechnologie, University College London

JAN DEPREST, MD, PHD, FRCOG
University Hospitals Leuven, University College London

CONNIE J. EAVES, PHD
BC Cancer Research Institute, University of British Columbia

GAGANDEEP KANG, MD, PHD, FRCPATH, FAAM, FASC, FNASC, FNA, FFPH, FRS
Christian Medical College

FAREES (FARY) KHAN, AM, MD, MBBS, FAFRM (RACP)
The Royal Melbourne Hospital

ROBERT JAMES MASH, MBCHB, DCH, DCOG, FRCGP, FCFP (SA), PHD
Stellenbosch University

MARLEEN TEMMERMAN, MD, MPH, OB/GYN, PHD
Aga Khan University and Ghent University
The 2022 Nobel Prize in Chemistry was awarded jointly to Carolyn R. Bertozzi, Morten Meldal, and K. Barry Sharpless for their development of click chemistry and bio-orthogonal chemistry. Bertozzi is a dual member of the NAM and the National Academy of Sciences (NAS).

The three laureates have brought chemistry into the era of functionalism with the development of click chemistry, which allows molecular building blocks to be snapped together, and bio-orthogonal chemistry. Bertozzi modified click reactions for use in living cells and these bio-orthogonal reactions have been used in developing cancer immunotherapies and several other applications.

In 2016, Bertozzi received the NAS Award in Chemical Sciences for founding bio-orthogonal chemistry.
In 2022, members Jane E. Henney and Robert “Bob” Graham endowed a position in the NAM’s Office of Membership and Governance, the Jane E. Henney Director of Membership and Governance.

“We have greatly appreciated the opportunities for professional involvement that our memberships have provided. The opportunity now to support the NAM’s mission in future years is one we view as both timely, and welcome,” shared Henney and Graham.

“The endowment of positions, programs, and other ongoing activities is vital to ensuring the long-term vitality of the Academy. I’m honored that Jane and Bob have made this generous gift in recognition of Jane’s service to the NAM, and I’m grateful for their important contributions and service throughout the years,” said NAM president, Victor J. Dzau.

Henney has served in a series of senior health-policy leadership positions in the public sector, including serving as the first woman Food and Drug Administration commissioner. She was inducted into the NAM in 2000. In 2014, she was appointed home secretary, and in 2018 became the first elected home secretary as the Institute of Medicine transitioned to the NAM.

Graham has held leadership positions in public health and family medicine organizations. He was inducted into the NAM in 1990. Graham is a long-time faculty member of the Robert Wood Johnson Health Policy Fellowship Program and serves as chair of the NAM Fellowships Advisory Committee.
In Memoriam

The NAM honors members who passed away between January 1, 2022, and May 1, 2023.

BERNARD W. AGRANOFF
C. DAVID ALLIS
ARTHUR K. ASBURY
H. DAVID BANTA
STANLEY BAUM
R. DANIEL BEAUCHAMP
PAUL BERG
C. THOMAS CASKEY
JOSEPH M. DAVIE
DANIEL B. DRACHMAN
PAUL M. ELLWOOD, JR.
PAUL E. FARMER
HENRY W. FOSTER, JR.
KRISTINE M. GEBBIE
IRVING H. GOLDBERG
EMIL C. GOTSCHLICH
MICHAEL R. GREEN
JOHN S. GREENSPAN
FERNANDO A. GUERRA
MARGARET C. HEAGARTY

JEAN E. JOHNSON
MARIE-LOUISE T. JOHNSON
HAIG H. KAZAZIAN, JR.
JOYCE C. LASHOF
MARION MANN
GEORGE M. MARTIN
HUGH O. MCDEVITT
GUY M. MCKHANN
ROBERT F. MURRAY, JR.
JOHN EDWARD PORTER
LINDA A. RANDOLPH
LEON E. ROSENBERG
ABRAHAM M. RUDOLPH
RALPH L. SACCO
KRISHNA V. SHENOY
WILLIAM SILEN
JAMES P. SMITH
JOHN Q. TROJANOWSKI
EMIL R. UNANUE
CHRISTOPHER T. WALSH
Awards

Gustav O. Lienhard Award for Advancement of Health Care

Rhoda and Bernard Sarnat International Prize in Mental Health

David and Beatrix Hamburg Award for Advances in Biomedical Research and Clinical Medicine

NAM Member Awards

Cecil Awards
Gustav O. Lienhard Award for Advancement of Health Care

Mary D. Naylor received the 2022 Gustav O. Lienhard Award for Advancement of Health Care for improving the lives of millions of older adults living with complex health and social needs through her role as the architect of the Transitional Care Model and pioneer of the field of transitional care. The award, which recognizes Naylor’s achievements with a medal and $40,000, was presented at the NAM’s annual meeting in October. Naylor is the Marian S. Ware Professor in Gerontology and director of the New Courtland Center for Transitions and Health at University of Pennsylvania School of Nursing.

Rhoda and Bernard Sarnat International Prize in Mental Health

Daniel H. Geschwind is the recipient of the 2022 Rhoda and Bernard Sarnat International Prize in Mental Health for his groundbreaking scientific work and leadership in the area of autism genetics. The award, which recognizes Geschwind’s achievements with a medal and $20,000, was presented at the NAM’s annual meeting in October. Geschwind is Gordon and Virginia McDonald Distinguished Professor in Neurology, Psychiatry, and Human Genetics, director of the Center for Autism Research, and senior associate dean and associate vice chancellor for precision health at the University of California, Los Angeles.
Jeffrey I. Gordon is the recipient of the 2022 David and Beatrix Hamburg Award for Advances in Biomedical Research and Clinical Medicine for discoveries that have transformed understanding of how human physiology is shaped by microbial communities. The inaugural award, which recognizes Gordon’s achievements with a medal and $50,000, was presented at the NAM’s annual meeting in October. Gordon is the Dr. Robert J. Glaser Distinguished University Professor and director of the Edison Family Center for Genome Sciences and Systems Biology at Washington University School of Medicine in St. Louis.
NAM Member Awards

In 2022, the NAM honored three members for their outstanding service — Richard J. Jackson, professor emeritus at University of California, Los Angeles, and director emeritus of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s National Center for Environmental Health; Dean T. Jamison, professor emeritus at University of California, San Francisco; and Michael M.E. Johns, executive vice president for health affairs emeritus and professor at Emory University.

Jackson received the David Rall Medal, which recognizes a member who has demonstrated distinguished leadership as chair of a study committee or other activity. An NAM member since 2011, Jackson is a national leader in environmental health. He has held leadership roles in state and federal public health throughout his career, as well as prominent academic roles. He chaired the National Academies committee that produced the 2011 report *Improving Health in the United States: The Role of Health Impact Assessment*. Jackson demonstrated leadership in bringing climate change as a health concern to the NAM agenda. He was instrumental in forming Interest Group 19 and co-chaired the group during its first year, which was marked by NAM’s launch of the Grand Challenge on Climate Change, Human Health, and Equity.

Jamison received the Adam Yarmolinsky Medal, which recognizes distinguished service by a member from a discipline outside the health and medical sciences. An NAM member since 1994, Jamison previously worked at the World Bank as a research economist and served as lead author for *World Development Report 1993: Investing in Health*, which transformed global financing for health. He served on the Committee on Population and chaired the Board on Global Health. Jamison was also a liaison to the Committee on the Economics of Antimalarial Drugs. He led efforts to create a new Economic Burden of Disease framework, leading to a standardized way to create an overall metric for disease burden that incorporates an economic dimension, including the large contribution of health.
Johns received the **Walsh McDermott Medal**, which recognizes a member for distinguished service to the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine over an extended period. An NAM member since 1993, Johns is a nationally recognized leader in academic medicine and American health policy. He served as vice chair and then chair for Section 06 (Surgery, Anesthesia, Radiology); on the NAM Council, including a year as vice chair; and on the Governing Board of the National Research Council. Johns chaired the Committee on Optimizing Graduate Medical Trainee (Resident) Hours and Work Schedules to Improve Patient Safety. He was a member of the Roundtable on Value and Science-Driven Health Care, and he served as chair of the Committee on a National Strategy for Cancer Control in the United States. Johns was recently tapped to serve on the NAM Program Planning Committee for the 50th Anniversary Regional Symposia–South.
Cecil Awards

The Cecil Awards recognize staff from throughout the National Academies who have demonstrated superb skill and commitment in furthering the mission of the NAM: to improve health for all by advancing science, accelerating health equity, and providing independent, authoritative, and trusted advice nationally and globally.

The following individuals were chosen for the 2022 Cecil Awards by a committee composed of NAM members and staff representatives from across the National Academies.

Sandra H. Matthews Cecil Award for Administrative Excellence

Jamal B. Samuel, Senior Membership Associate, NAM

Sandra H. Matthews supported three presidents throughout her tenure at the Institute of Medicine, in addition to contributing her guidance and wisdom to many other projects, including the National Academies’ African American Histories Program. She is the only staff member to have an award issued in her honor.

Cecil Award for Individual Excellence

Sarah H. Beachy, Senior Program Officer, Health and Medicine Division

Cecil Award for Excellence of a Group/Team

Samira Abbas (HMD), Tracy Lustig (HMD), Marc Meisnere (HMD), Sharyl J. Nass (DEPS), Sarah K. Robinson (HMD), Cyndi L. Trang (HMD), and Micah Winograd (OCFO), the Health and Medicine Division, Division on Engineering and Physical Sciences, and Office of the Chief Financial Officer study team for Implementing High-Quality Primary Care (pictured above)
The NAM administers the following fellowships and leadership programs to build future leadership capacity, promote innovation, and accelerate advances in health, medicine, and biomedical sciences.

**Robert Wood Johnson Foundation (RWJF) Health Policy Fellows** — offers the nation’s most comprehensive fellowship experience at the nexus of health, science, and policy in Washington, DC

**Distinguished Nurse Scholar-in-Residence** — provides a one-year immersion experience at the NAM for outstanding nurse leaders

**NAM Fellowships for Health Science Scholars** — offers nine distinct programs across diverse disciplinary areas of focus for high-potential early-career professionals

**International Fellowships** — provides an opportunity for emerging leaders from abroad to become directly involved with the work of the NAM and the National Academies and to contextualize our work to a global setting

**NAM Scholars in Diagnostic Excellence** — supports the implementation and dissemination of programs that advance diagnostic excellence and equity at the national level

**Emerging Leaders in Health and Medicine** — supports exceptional individuals as they develop innovative, creative interdisciplinary approaches to challenges in health and medicine
2022-2023 RWJF Health Policy Fellows

ELIZABETH COX, MD, PHD
Professor
Pediatrics and Population Health Sciences
School of Medicine and Public Health
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Madison, WI
Placement: Senate Committee on Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions (Majority)

LAURA FINDEISS, MD
Chief of Service, Grady Health System
Radiology and Imaging Sciences
Emory University School of Medicine
Atlanta, GA
Placement: House Committee on Energy and Commerce (Minority)

YING-YING GOH, MD, MSHS
Director and Health Officer
City of Pasadena Public Health Department
Pasadena, CA
Placement: Office of the Vice President of the United States

LINDSEY HARRIS, DNP, RN, FNP-BC
Nurse Practitioner
University of Alabama at Birmingham Medicine
Birmingham, AL
Placement: Office of Representative Lauren Underwood

KUMHEE RO, DNP, FNP-BC, FAANP
Assistant Professor
Director of Advanced Practice Nursing Immersion Program
Seattle University College Of Nursing
Seattle, WA
Placement: Office of Senator Tim Kaine

BERLINA WALLACE-BERUBE, MED, MACP, LPC, NCC
Director, Primary Care Office
U.S. Virgin Islands Department of Health
Christiansted, St. Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands
Placement: Office of Senator Ed Markey

2022–2023 Distinguished Nurse Scholar-in-Residence

CHERYL KILLION, PHD, MA, MS, RN, FAAN
Associate Professor
Frances Payne Bolton School of Nursing
Case Western Reserve University
Cleveland, OH
Launch of a New NAM Fellowship for Health Science Scholars

The NAM is proud to announce a new NAM Fellowship launching in 2024, the Foundation for Anesthesia Education and Research (FAER) Fellowship, with support from the FAER.

This fellowship offers a unique learning opportunity for outstanding early career anesthesiology scholars to get directly involved in the work of the NAM and the National Academies. Fellows gain a hands-on experience developing sound, evidence-based strategies and policies; learn to see health policy issues from various perspectives considering a wide range of disciplines and viewpoints; expand professional networks of experts and leaders in health and medicine; and accelerate their own career development in becoming future leaders in the field.

This fellowship will be awarded for a two-year period. Candidates will be drawn from the field of anesthesiology and must have completed their post-graduate work 2 to 10 years prior to the award and have a demonstrated interest in and focus on research, policy, and scholarship in the specialty.
NAM Fellowships for Health Science Scholars

**Gilbert S. Omenn Fellowship**

**ANDREW GONZALEZ, MD, JD, MPH (2021-2023)**
Assistant Professor of Surgery
Indiana University School of Medicine
Associate Director for Data Science in Health Services Research
Regenstrief Institute
Indianapolis, IN

**American Board of Emergency Medicine (ABEM) Fellowship**

**TRACY MADSEN, MD, PHD, FACEP, FAHA (2021-2023)**
Associate Professor, Department of Emergency Medicine
Associate Director, Division of Sex and Gender
Alpert Medical School of Brown University
Brown University School of Public Health
Co-Director, Rhode Island Hospital Comprehensive Stroke Center
Director, Emergency Department Acute Stroke Services, Rhode Island Hospital
Providence, RI

**Greenwall Fellowship in Bioethics**

**KAVITA SHAH ARORA, MD, MBE, MS (2021-2023)**
Associate Professor
Division Director for General Obstetrics and Gynecology
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
Chapel Hill, NC
NAM Fellowship in Pharmacy

INMACULADA HERNANDEZ, PHARMD, PHD (2022-2024)
Associate Professor, Division of Clinical Pharmacy
Skaggs School of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences
University of California, San Diego
La Jolla, CA

NAM Fellowship in Osteopathic Medicine

STERLING HARING, DO, MPH (2022-2024)
Pain Medicine Physician
Tift Regional Medical Center
Tifton, GA

American Academy of Nursing (AAN) Fellowship

PAULE V. JOSEPH, PHD, MS, FNP-BC, CTN-B, FAAN (2022-2024)
Lasker Clinical Research Scholar
Acting Chief, Section of Sensory Science and Metabolism Unit
Division of Intramural Clinical and Biological Research
National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism,
Biobehavioral Research Branch
National Institute of Nursing Research, National Institutes of Health
Bethesda, MD

NAM Fellowship to Advance State Health Policy

BEN WESTON, MD, MPH, FAEMS (2022-2024)
Associate Professor
Department of Emergency Medicine
Medical College of Wisconsin
Chief Health Policy Advisor, Milwaukee County
Director of Medical Services
Milwaukee County Office of Emergency Management
Milwaukee, WI

International Fellowships

NAM International Health Policy Fellowship

VINCENT CHUNG, PHD, MSC (2021-2023)
Associate Professor, Jockey Club School of Public Health and Primary Care
Head, Development Division, School of Chinese Medicine
Faculty of Medicine
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Hong Kong Special Administrative Region, China

NAM-HKU Fellowship in Global Health Leadership

HOLLY HOU, PHD, MSC (2021-2022)
Former Health Field Officer
East Asia Regional Delegation
International Committee of the Red Cross
Beijing, China
2022-2023 NAM Scholars in Diagnostic Excellence

This listing includes the titles of project proposals submitted by Scholars as part of their application.

REUBEN ARASARATNAM, MD, MPH
Assistant Professor of Medicine
UT Southwestern Medical Center
Infectious Diseases Staff Physician and Assistant to the Medical Services Chief for Education
VA North Texas Health Care System
Dallas, TX
*Advancing the Equity of Penicillin Allergy Diagnosis at a Veterans Affairs Facility*

ALAINA J. JAMES, MD, PHD
Director, Skin Health Equity, and Assistant Professor
Department of Dermatology
University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine
Medical Dermatologist
University of Pittsburgh Medical Center
Pittsburgh, PA
*Do you see me? Visual Learning Equity: Achieving Diagnostic Excellence in Skin Health and Disease*

MIRIAM BREDELLA, MD, MBA
Professor of Radiology
Harvard Medical School
Vice Chair for Faculty Affairs and Clinical Operations
Department of Radiology
Massachusetts General Hospital
Boston, MA
*Using Opportunistic CT and Machine Learning to Diagnose Osteoporosis and Determine Fracture Risk in Underserved Populations*

NADJA KADOM, MD
Professor of Radiology
Emory University School of Medicine
Neuroradiologist, Department of Radiology
Children's Healthcare of Atlanta
Atlanta, GA
*Developing a Patient Decision Aid (PDA) For Use in Children with Headaches*

KRISTI NA. GONZALEZ, MD, MED
Professor, Department of Medicine
Professor, Department of Population Health
Associate Director, Medical Education, Institute for Excellence in Health Equity
Grossman School of Medicine
New York University
New York, NY
*Identifying Specific Behaviors within the Diagnostic Process Influenced by Racial Implicit Bias*

DIMITRI PAPANAGNOU, MD, MPH
Professor and Vice Chair for Education
Department of Emergency Medicine
Associate Dean for Faculty Development
Sidney Kimmel Medical College
Thomas Jefferson University
Philadelphia, PA
*‘Unfortunately, I Do Not Have a Diagnosis for You’: Interprofessional Training for the Equitable Communication of Diagnostic Uncertainty in the Emergency Department*

MICHAEL PULIA, MD, PHD
Assistant Professor
Department of Emergency Medicine
University of Wisconsin
Madison, WI
*Improving Diagnostic Accuracy for Older Adults with Suspected Pneumonia*
2022 Emerging Leaders in Health and Medicine Scholars

NAYKKY SINGH OSPINA, MD, MS
Associate Professor
Division of Endocrinology
Department of Medicine
University of Florida
Gainesville, FL
*Developing a Framework for Understanding the Process of Diagnostic Reconciliation and Supporting Diagnostic Conversations*

SWATHI ARUR, PHD
Associate Professor and Deputy Chair, Department of Genetics, University of Texas M.D. Anderson Cancer Center
Harvard Medical School
Obesity Medicine Physician-Scientist
Director, Anti-Racism Initiatives, Neuroendocrine Unit
Massachusetts General Hospital Weight Center
Boston, MA
*Beyond Body Mass Index (BMI): Improving Diagnosis of Obesity to Better Inform Treatment Strategies*

AMi S. BHATT, MD, PHD
Assistant Professor of Medicine (Hematology, BMT) and Genetics; Director of Global Oncology, Center for Innovation in Global Health, Stanford University

BRANDON BROWN, PHD, MPH
Associate Professor of Medicine, Department of Social Medicine, Population, and Public Health, University of California, Riverside

ALEJANDRA CASILLAS, MD, MSHS
Assistant Professor of Medicine in Residence, David Geffen School of Medicine, University of California, Los Angeles

CHRiSTOPHER R. COGLE, MD
Professor of Hematology and Oncology, University of Florida

PAUL COHEN, MD, PHD
Albert Resnick, M.D. Associate Professor, The Rockefeller University

CARRiE H. COLLA, PHD
Associate Professor, The Dartmouth Institute for Health Policy & Clinical Practice, Geisel School of Medicine at Dartmouth

DUSTiN T. DUNCAN, SCD
Associate Professor of Epidemiology, Mailman School of Public Health, Columbia University

FATiMA CODY STANFORD, MD, MPH, MPA, MBA
Associate Professor of Medicine and Pediatrics
Equity Director, Endocrine Division, Department of Medicine
Director of Diversity, Nutrition Obesity Research Center
Harvard Medical School
Obesity Medicine Physician-Scientist
Director, Anti-Racism Initiatives, Neuroendocrine Unit
Massachusetts General Hospital Weight Center
Boston, MA
*Reducing Diagnostic Errors by Improving Communication through Structured Reporting of Ovarian Cancer Imaging Examinations*

SUNGMIN WOO, MD, PHD
Director of Genitourinary Radiology and Assistant Attending Radiologist
Department of Radiology
Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center
Assistant Professor of Radiology
Weill Cornell Medical College
New York, NY
*Reducing Diagnostic Errors by Improving Communication through Structured Reporting of Ovarian Cancer Imaging Examinations*

SUNGMiN WOO, MD, PHD
Director of Genitourinary Radiology and Assistant Attending Radiologist
Department of Radiology
Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center
Assistant Professor of Radiology
Weill Cornell Medical College
New York, NY
*Reducing Diagnostic Errors by Improving Communication through Structured Reporting of Ovarian Cancer Imaging Examinations*
ELLEN F. EATON, MD, MSPH
Associate Professor, Department of Medicine, Division of Infectious Diseases, University of Alabama at Birmingham

JUSTIN BASILE ECHOUFFO TCHEUGUI, MD, PHD
Associate Professor of Medicine, Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine

HOLLY FERNANDEZ LYNCH, JD, MBE
Assistant Professor of Medical Ethics and Law, Department of Medical Ethics and Health Policy, Perelman School of Medicine, University of Pennsylvania

ANNA GREKA, MD, PHD
Associate Professor of Medicine, Brigham and Women’s Hospital and Harvard Medical School; Broad Institute of MIT and Harvard

KELLI STIDHAM HALL, PHD, MS
Associate Professor, Heilbrunn Department of Population & Family Health, Mailman School of Public Health, Columbia University; Associate Professor, Rollins School of Public Health, Emory University

SIDNEY H. HANKERSON, MD, MBA
Vice Chair for Community Engagement In Psychiatry, Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai

RONALD L. HICKMAN, JR., PHD, RN, ACNP-BC, FNAP, FAAN
The Ruth M. Anderson Endowed Chair and Associate Dean for Research, Frances Payne Bolton School of Nursing, Case Western Reserve University

EHSAN HOQUE, PHD
Assistant Professor of Computer Science; Affiliate faculty, Goergen Institute for Data Science, University of Rochester

GUNISHA KAUR, MD, MA
Assistant Professor of Anesthesiology and Director, Human Rights Impact Lab, Weill Cornell Medicine

CAPRICE KNAPP, PHD
Medicaid Director, State of North Dakota

JOSEPH A. LEWWARD, PHD
Assistant Professor of Epidemiology, University of California, Berkeley

MIGUEL MARINO, PHD
Associate Professor of Biostatistics, Oregon Health & Science University

MEREDITH T. NILES, PHD
Associate Professor of Food Systems and Policy, Department of Nutrition and Food Sciences, University of Vermont

ZIAD OBERMEYER, MD
 Acting Associate Professor of Health Policy and Management, University of California, Berkeley

CHRISTINA ANN ROBERTO, PHD
Mitchell J. Blutt and Margo Krody Blutt Presidential Associate Professor of Health Policy, University of Pennsylvania

CYNTHIA E. ROGERS, MD
Professor of Psychiatry, Washington University

BENJAMIN N. ROME, MD, MPH
Instructor in Medicine, Department of Medicine, Division of Pharmacoepidemiology and Pharmacoeconomics, Harvard Medical School and Brigham and Women’s Hospital

CARLO GIOVANNI TRAVERSO, MB, BCHIR, PHD
Assistant Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Gastroenterologist, Division of Gastroenterology, Brigham and Women’s Hospital, Harvard Medical School

BROWNSYNE TUCKER EDMONDS, MD, MPH, MS
Vice President and Chief Health Equity Officer, Indiana University Health; Associate Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology and Clinical Pediatrics, and Associate Dean for Health Equity Research, Indiana University

JING WANG PHD, MPH, MSN, RN, FAAN
Dean and Professor, Florida State University

KEEGAN WARREN-CLEM, JD, LLM
Director and Managing Attorney, Medical-Legal Partnerships at Texas Legal Services Center; Adjunct Professor, The University of Texas School of Law and McCombs School of Business
Finances 2022

**Revenues**
- Grants, Contributions, & Other: $13.2M
- NRC Indirects: $3.6M
- Endowment Payout: $2.4M

**Expenses**
- Programs: $10.5M
- Membership & Council: $1.9M
- Health Policy Fellowships: $2.6M
- Operations: $5.5M
2022 Honor Roll of Donors
We gratefully acknowledge the support of private contributors to the National Academy of Medicine. The collective, private philanthropy of our members and friends helps to enhance the NAM’s mission to lead, inspire innovation, and impact the health of all people.

**Lifetime Giving Societies**
We gratefully acknowledge the following members and friends who have made generous charitable lifetime contributions. Their collective, private philanthropy enhances the impact of the academies as advisor to the nation on matters of science, engineering, and medicine.

**The Lincoln Society**
In recognition of members and friends who have made lifetime contributions of $1 Million or more to the National Academy of Sciences, National Academy of Engineering, or National Academy of Medicine as of December 31, 2022. Boldfaced names are NAM members.

Bruce and Betty Alberts
**Richard** and Rita* Atkinson
Norman R. Augustine
Craig and Barbara Barrett
Jordan and Rhoda Baruch*
Stephen D. Bechtel, Jr*.
Arnold and Mabel Beckman*
Leonard Blavatnik
Harry E. Bovay, Jr.*
Donald Bren
Ralph J.* and Carol M. Cicerone
**Harvey V. Fineberg** and Mary E. Wilson
Bernard M. Gordon
Cecil H. Green*
John O. and Candace E. Hallquist
Michael and Sheila Held*
**Jane E. Henney** and Robert Graham
William R. and Rosemary B. Hewlett*
Ming and Eva Hsieh
Irwin and Joan Jacobs
Robert L.* and Anne K. James
Kenneth A. Jonsson*
Fred Kavli*
Daniel E. Kosland, Jr.*
Tillie K. Lubin*
Whitney* and Betty MacMillan
John F. McDonnell
George P. Mitchell*
The Ambrose Monell Foundation
Gordon and Betty Moore
**Philip** and Sima Needleman
Peter O’Donnell, Jr.*
**Gilbert S. Omenn** and Martha A. Darling
**Jonathan B. and Donna J. Perlin**
Robert* and Mayari Pritzker
Richard L. and Hinda G. Rosenthal*
Martine A. Rothblatt
**Jack W. and Valerie Rowe**
Fritz J. and Dolores H. Russ Prize Fund of the Russ College of Engineering and Technology at Ohio University
William Rutter
Dame Jillian Sackler
Raymond and Beverly Sackler*
Bernard and Rhoda Sarnat*
**Leonard D. Schaeffer**
Sara Lee and Axel Schupf
James H. and Marilyn Simons
John and Janet Swanson
Marci and James J. Truchard
Anthony J. Yun and Kimberly A. Bazar

**The Franklin Society**
In recognition of members and friends who have made lifetime contributions of $500,000 to $999,999 to the National Academy of Sciences, National Academy of Engineering, or National Academy of Medicine as of December 31, 2022. Boldfaced names are NAM members.

John and Pat Anderson
Rose-Marie and Jack R. Anderson*
John and Elizabeth Armstrong
Kenneth E. Behring*
Gordon Bell
**Elkan R.* and Gail F. Blout**
Russell L. Carson
Charina Endowment Fund
James McConnell Clark*
**Barry** and Bobbi Coller
Ross and Stephanie Corotis
Henry David*
Richard Evans*
Eugene Garfield Foundation
Theodore Geballe*
Penny and Bill George, George Family Foundation
Christa and Detlef Gloge
William T.* and Catherine Morrison Golden
Alexander Hollaender*
Thomas V. Jones*
Cindy and Jeong Kim
Ralph and Claire Landau*
Asta and William W. Lang*
Robin K. and Rose M. McGuire
Marcia K. McNutt
Ruben F.* and Donna Mettler
Dane* and Mary Louise Miller
Oliver E. and Gerda K. Nelson*
Shela and Kumar Patel
Henry and Susan Samuei
Herbert A. and Dorothea P. Simon*
Raymond and Maria Stata
**Roy** and Diana Vagelos
Andrew and Erna* Viterbi
Alan M. Voorhees* Anonymous (2)

*Deceased
**The Marie Curie Society**  
*In recognition of members and friends who have made lifetime contributions of $250,000 to $499,999 to the National Academy of Sciences, National Academy of Engineering, or National Academy of Medicine as of December 31, 2022. Boldfaced names are NAM members.*

The Agouron Institute  
**W.O. Baker***  
Warren L. Batts  
Elwyn* and Jennifer Berlekamp  
Daniel and Lana Branton  
George* and Virginia Bugliarello  
**Gail H. Cassell**  
Chau-Chyun and Li-Li Chen  
Clarence S. Coe*  
Rosie and Stirling A. Colgate*  
W. Dale and Jeanne C. Compton*  
Lance and Susan Davis  
Nicholas M. Donofrio  
David and Miriam Donoho  
Ruth and **Victor Dzau**  
James O. Ellis, Jr. and Elisabeth Paté-Cornell  
Dotty* and Gordon England  
William L.* and Mary Kay Friend  
George and Christine Gloeckler  
Paul and Judy Gray  
**Diane E. Griffin**  
**Jerome H.* and Barbara N. Grossman**  
Wesley L. Harris  
John L. Hennessy  
Chad and Ann Holliday  
William R. Jackson*  
Anita K. Jones  
Mary and Howard Kehrl*  
Kent Kresa  
Mark and Becky Levin  
Frances and George Ligler  
Stella and Steve Matson  
**William W. McGuire**  
Janet and Richard M.* Morrow  
Clayton Daniel and Patricia L. Mote  

Ralph S. O’Connor*  
Kenneth H. Olsen*  
Larry* and Carol Papay  
**Stephen Quake**  
Ann and Michael Ramage  
Simon Ramo*  
Richard F. and Terri W. Rashid  
Anne and Walt* Robb  
Matthew L. Rogers and Swati Mylavarapu  
Julie and Alton D. Romig, Jr.  
**Stephen*** and Anne Ryan  
H.E. Simmons*  
Edward C. Stone  
Judy Swanson  
Ted Turner  
Leslie L. Vadasz  
Martha Vaughan*  
Charles M.* and Rebecca M. Vest  
Robert and Robyn Wagoner  
Susan R. Wessler  
Wm. A. Wulf  
Anonymous (2)

**The Einstein Society**  
*In recognition of members and friends who have made lifetime contributions of $100,000 to $499,999 to the National Academy of Sciences, National Academy of Engineering, or National Academy of Medicine as of December 31, 2022. Boldfaced names are NAM members.*

**The Eleftheria Foundation**  
**Emanuel and Peggy Epstein***  
Thomas E. Everhart  
**Peter Farrell**  
Tobie and Daniel J.* Fink  
**Delbert A. and Beverly C. Fisher**  
George and Ann Fisher  

Diane and Norman Bernstein*  
Bharati and Murty Bhavaraju  
Chip and Belinda Blankenship  
Erich Bloch*  
Barry W. Boehm*  
Gopa and Arindam Bose  
Paul F. Boulos  
David G. Bradley  
**Lewis M. Branscomb**  
John and Sharon Brauman  
**Sydney Brenner***  
Lenore and Rob Briskman  
Malin Burnham  
Ursula Burns and Lloyd Bean*  
Eugen and Cleopatra Cabuz  
**Christine Cassel** and Michael McCally  
Josephine Cheng  
Priscilla and Sunlin* Chou  
John and Assia Cioffi  
Paul Citron and Margaret Carlson  
Citron  
James Clark*  
**Ellen Wright Clayton** and Jay Clayton  
G. Wayne Clough  
John D. Corbett*  
**Pedro M. Cuatrecasas**  
Roy Curtiss and Josephine Clark-Curtiss  
Ruth David and Stan Dains  
Jeffrey Dean and Heidi Hopper  
Zhonghan John Deng  
**Roman W. DeSanctis**  
Julie H. and **Robert J. Desnick**  
Robert* and Florence Deutsch  
Paul M. Doty*  
Charles W. Duncan, Jr.  
George and Maggie Eads  
Robert and Cornelia Eaton  
The Eleftheria Foundation  
Emanuel and Peggy Epstein*  
Thomas E. Everhart  
Peter Farrell  
Michiko So* and Lawrence Finegold  
Tobie and Daniel J.* Fink  
**Delbert A. and Beverly C. Fisher**  
George and Ann Fisher

*Deceased
Robert C.* and Marilyn G. Forney
Harold K.* and Betty Forsen
Edward H. Frank and Sarah G. Ratchye
Yellow H. Gandhi
Elsa M. Garmire and Robert H. Russell
Melinda F. Gates
William H. Gates III
Louis V. Gerstner, Jr.
Nan and Chuck* Geschke
Jack and Linda Gill
Sid Gilman and Carol Barbour
Martin E. and Lucinda Glicksman
Avram Goldstein*
Robert W. Gore*
Robert K. Grasselli* and Eva-Maria Hauck-Grasselli
Diane Greene and Mendel Rosenblum
Corbin Gwaltney*
Carol K. Hall
Margaret A. Hamburg and Peter F. Brown
William M. Haney III
George* and Daphne Hatsopoulos
Robert M. Hauser
John G. Hildebrand and Gail D. Burd
Lyda Hill
Jane Hirsh
Michael W. Hunkapiller
Catherine Adams Hutt and Peter Barton Hutt
Jennie S. Hwang
M. Blakeman Ingle
Trina and Michael Johns
Richard B. Johnston, Jr.
Trevor O. Jones
Robert E. Kahn and Patrice A. Lyons
Thomas Kailath
Paul and Julie Kaminski
Yuet Wai and Alvera Kan
John and Wilma Kasakian
Diana S. and Michael D. King
Leon K. and Olga Kirchmayer*
Frederick A. Klingenstein*
William I. Koch
Gail F. Koslhand
Jill Howell Kramer
John W. Landis*
Janet and Barry Lang
Louis Lange
Ming-wai Lau
Gerald and Doris Laubach
Edward D. Lazowska and Lyndsay C. Downs
David M.* and Natalie Lederman
Peter and Susan Lee
Bonnie Berger and Frank Thomson Leighton
Thomas Thomas
Jane and Norman N. Li
R. Noel Longuemare, Jr.
Asad M., Gowhartaj, and Jamal Madni
Davis L. Masten and Christopher Ireland
Jane and Roger L. McCarthy
Michael and Pat McGinnis
Burt* and Deedee McMurtry
Rahul Mehta
G. William* and Ariadna Miller
Ronald D. Miller
Stanley L. Miller*
Sanjit K. and Nandita Mitra
Sharon and Arthur Money
Joe and Glenna Moore
David* and Lindsay Morgenthaler
Narayana and Sudha Murty
Jaya and Venky Narayanamurti
Ellen and Philip Nehes
Norman F. Ness
Ronald and Joan Nordgren
Susan and Franklin M. Orr, Jr.
David Packard*
Roberto Padovani
Charles and Doris Pankow*
Jack S. Parker*
Nirmala and Arogyaswami J. Paulraj
Edward E. Penhoet
Percy A. and Olga A. Pierre
Allen E.* and Marilynn Puckett
Alexander Rich*
Arthur D. Riggs*
Ronald L. Rivest
Eugene* and Ruth Roberts
Christopher Rogers
Howie Rosen and Susan Doherty
Henry M. Rowan*
Joseph E. and Anne P. Rowe*
Jonathan J. Rubinstein
John M. Samuels, Jr.
Linda S. Sanford
Maxine L. Savitz
Walter Schlipf*
Wendy and Eric Schmidt
Nicole Shanahan
Richard P. Simmons
Harold C. and Carol H. Sox
Robert F. and Lee S. Sproull
Georges C. St. Laurent, Jr.
Arnold and Constance Stancell
Richard J. and Bobby Ann Stegemeier
F. William Studier
Michael Albert and Elizabeth Ann Sutton
Thomas and Marilyn Sutton
Charlotte and Morris Tanebaum
Sridhar Tayur and Gunjan Kedia
Peter* and Vivian Teets
Hemant K. and Suniti Thapar
Samuel O. Thier
Leonard Kent* and Kayleen Thomas
James M. Tien and Ellen S. Weston
Gary and Diane Tooker
Katherine K. and John J. Tracy
Holly and Jeff Ullman
John C. Wall
David Walt and Michele May
Patricia Bray-Ward and David C.* Ward
James N. Weinstein
Robert* and Joan Wertheim
Robert M.* and Mavis E. White
John C. Whitehead*
Jean D. Wilson*
Ken Xie
Tachi* and Leslie Yamada
Yannis and Sheryl Yortsos
Adrian Zaccaria*
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*Deceased
Alejandro Zaffaroni*
Peter Zandan
Janet and Jerry Zucker
Anonymous (3)

**NAM Society**
In recognition of members and friends of the NAM who have made lifetime contributions totaling $20,000 to $99,999 as of December 31, 2022. We acknowledge contributions made as personal gifts or as gifts facilitated by the donor through a donor advised fund, matching gift program, or family foundation. Boldfaced names are NAM members.

**$75,000 TO $99,999**
Jacqueline K. Barton and Peter B. Dervan
John K. Castle
Rudi* and Sonja Schmid
Joan A. and Thomas A.* Steitz
Gail L. Warden
Ronald A. Williams
Elias A. Zerhouni

**$50,000 TO $74,999**
Dyanne D. Affonso
John R. Ball
Paul Berg*
Maureen Bisognano
Stuart Bondurant* and Susan Ehringhaus
Peggy and Thomas* Caskey
Joan and Purnell W. Choppin*
Fred E. Cohen and Carolyn B. Klebanoff
Graham A. Colditz and Patti L. Cox
Molly J. Coye
Bradford H. Gray
Tony Hunter
Kathryn S. and Peter S. Kim
Woodrow A. Myers, Jr.
Robert M. and Marilyn R. Nerem
Roslyn and Stuart H. Orkin
Emanuel P. Rivers
Charles Sawyer
Randy Schekman
Kenneth I. Shine
Maxine F. Singer
Robert E. Tranquada
Walter and Marti Unger
Irving L. Weissman
Torsten N. Wiesel
Owen N. Witte
Huda and William Zoghbi
Anonymous (2)

**$20,000 TO $49,999**
Francois and Doris Abboud
Nancy C. Andrews
Nancy Adler and Arnold Milstein
Frances H. Arnold
K. Frank Austen
Jack D. Barchas
George Barrett
Angela Barron McBride
Arthur L. Beaudet
J. Claude Bennett
Kenneth I. Berns
Mary and Dennis Bier
Floyd E. Bloom
Enriqueta C. Bond
Roger J. Bulger
Linda Burns Bolton
David R. and Jacklyn A. Challoner
Yu-Mei Y. Chao
Mary Sue Coleman
Jane and Worth B.* Daniels, Jr.
Nathaniel E. David
Sue K. Donaldson
R. Gordon Douglas, Jr.
Johanna T. Dwyer
Martha P and Mark C. Fishman
Linda P. Fried
Elena and Peter Fuentes-Afflick
Fred H. Gage
Norman and Deann Gant
Patricia A. Ganz
Richard L. and Lois E. Garwin
James R. Gavin III
Tony Gotto
Margie and Larry A. Green
Ashley T. Haase
Eve Higginbotham and Frank Williams
Martha N. Hill
Lee Hood and Valerie Logan Hood
Susan Band Horwitz
William N.* and Joyce E. Hubbard
Scott J. Hultgren
Betsy L. Humphreys
Steven E. Hyman
Richard and Fleur Hynes
Steven E. Human
Nancy S. and Thomas S. Inui
The Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation
Tadamitsu Kishimoto
Mary Anne Koda-Kimble
Edward A. and Kathryn F. Kravitz
Judith R. Lave
Cynthia and Robert Lawrence
Alan and Agnes Lesher
Ruth Watson Lubic
Patricia and George Lundberg
Christy and John Mack
Margie Malone Tuckson and Reed Tuckson
James S. and Judith M. Marks
Roger O. McClellan
Marie McCormick and Robert Blendon
Bruce McEwen* and Karen Bulloch McEwen
Elizabeth A. McGlynn
Terry McGuire
Jane Menken
Kelle H. Moley
Van and Barbara Mow
Paul A. Offit
June E. Osborn
Herbert Pardes
Thomas and Patty Pollard
E. Albert Reece
Charles M. Rice III
Judith Rodin
Marco A. Royo
Vinod Sahney
Charles A. Sanders

*Deceased
Heritage Society

In recognition of members and friends who have included the National Academy of Sciences, National Academy of Engineering, or National Academy of Medicine in their estate plans or who have made some other type of planned gift to the Academies as of December 31, 2022. Boldfaced names are NAM members.

H. Norman and Idelle* Abramson
Gene M.* and Marian Amdahl
Joan and Edward* Anders
John C. Angus
John and Elizabeth Armstrong
Norman R. Augustine

Jack D. Barchas
Harrison H. and Catherine C. Barrett

Stanley Baum*
Clyde J. Behney
Ruth Behrens
C. Elisabeth Belmont
Daniel and Frances Berg

Paul Berg*
Bobbie A. Berkowitz
Elkan R.* and Gail F. Blout

Enriqueta C. Bond
Daniel and Lana Branton

Robert and Lillian Brent*
Corale L. Brierley
James A. Brierley
Lenore and Rob Briskman
Kristine L. Bueche
Dorit Carmelli
Peggy and Thomas* Caskey
Barbara and Don Chaffin
A. Ray Chamberlain
Linda and Frank Chisari

Rita K. Chow
Paul Citron and Margaret Carlson

Citrion
John A. Clements
Morrel H. Cohen

Stanley N. Cohen
Graham A. Colditz and Patti L. Cox

Ross and Stephanie Corotis
Ellis* and Bettay Cowling

Barbara J. Culliton
Glen T. and Patricia B. Daigger
David and Susan Daniel
Julie H. and Robert J. Desnick

Peter N. Devreotes
Ruth and Victor Dzau
Gerard W. Elverum
Dotty* and Gordon England
Emanuel and Peggy Epstein*

Harvey V. Fineberg and Mary E. Wilson
Tobie and Daniel J.* Fink
Robert C.* and Marilyn G. Forney
William L.* and Mary Kay Friend
Arthur and Helen Geoffrion
Elizabeth and Paul H.* Gilbert

Sid Gilman and Carol Barbour
Martin E. and Lucinda Glicksman
George and Christine Gloeckler
Christa and Detlef Gloge
Joseph W. Goodman

Jane Henney and Robert Graham
Bradford H. Gray

Chushiho* and Yoshikko Hayashi
John G. Hildebrand and Gail D. Burd
John R. Howell and Susan Conway

Peter M. Howley
Catherine Adams Hutt and Peter Barton Hutt
Nancy S. and Thomas S. Inui
Richard B. Johnston, Jr.

Anita K. Jones
Jerome Kagan*

Michael Katz and Robin J. Roy
Diana S. and Michael D. King

Michael D. Lairmore
Norma M. Lang

Brian A. Larkins
Joel L. Lebowitz
Marigold Linton and Robert Barnhill

Daniel P. Loucks

Ruth Watson Lubic
R. Duncan* and Carolyn Scheer Luce

Thomas* and Caroline Maddock
Asad and Taj Madni
Rudolph A. Marcus
Pat and Jim McLaughlin

Jane Menken
Sharon and Arthur Money

Van and Barbara Mow
Guido Munch*

Mary O. Mundinger

Philip and Sima Needleman
Norman F. Ness
Ronald and Joan Nordgren

Godfrey P. Oakley

Gilbert S. Omenn and Martha A. Darling

Bradford W. and Virginia W. Parkinson
Zack T. Pate*

*Deceased
Loyalty Society
In recognition of members and friends who have made gifts to the National Academy of Sciences, the National Academy of Engineering, or the National Academy of Medicine for at least 20 years as of December 31, 2022. Boldfaced names are NAM members.

Francois M. Abboud
H. Norman and Idelle Abramson*
Andreas and Juana Acrivos
Stephen L. Adler
Dyanne D. Affonso
Bruce and Betty Alberts
Barbara W. Alpert
Lawrence K. Altman
John and Pat Anderson
Wyatt W. Anderson
John C. Angus
John and Elizabeth Armstrong
Edward M. Arnett*
K. Frank Austin
Joan K. Austin
Arthur B. and Carol Baggeroer
Donald W. Bahr
John R. Ball
Robert W. Balluffi*
Jack D. Barchas
Clyde F. Barker
Jeremiah A. Barondess
Angela Barron McBride
Gordon A. Baym and Cathrine Bloom
Terry and Roger N. Beachy
Marlene and Georges Belfort
Gordon Bell
Leslie Z. Benet
Paul Berg*
Kenneth I. Berns
Carla F. Berry
Mina J. Bissell
Marie McCormick and Robert Blendor
Floyd E. Bloom
Jack L. Blumenthal
Barry W. Boehm*
Richard J. Bonnie
Lillian C. Borrome
Kathleen and H. Kent Bowen
L. Thompson Bowles
Lewis M. Branscomb
John and Sharon Brauman
W. F. Brinkman
Alan C. Brown*
Donald D. Brown
Joseph A. Buckwalter and Kathleen Coen Buckwalter
Kristine L. Bueche
Jack E. Buffington
George* and Virginia Bugliarello
Martin J. Bukovac
Eugenio Calabi
James D. Callen
Francois J. Castaing
Webster and Jill Cavenee
Barbara and Don Chaffin
David R. and Jacklyn A. Challoner
Rita K. Chow
Ralph J.* and Carol M. Cicerone
George W. Clark
Michael and Adriana Clegg
John A. Clements
Linda Hawes Clever
Morrel H. Cohen
Mary Sue Coleman
Barry and Bobbi Coller
Richard A. Conway
R. James and Beverly Cook
Max D. Cooper
Nicholas R.* and Linda A. Cozzarelli
Pedro M. Cuatrecasas
G. Brent and Sharon A. Dalrymple
William H. Danforth*
James E. Darnell, Jr.
Ruth David and Stan Danis
Lance and Susan Davis
Igor B. and Keiko Dawid
Mary and Raymond Decker
Tom and Bettie Deen
Roman W. DeSanctis
Don E. Detmer
William H. Dietz
Nicholas M. Donofrio
Albert A. Dorman
Irwin Dorros
E. Linn Draper, Jr.
James J. Duderstadt
Lewis S. Edelheit
David and Lucy T. Eisenberg
Robert and Ingrid Eisenman
Gerard W. Elverum
Emanuel and Peggy Epstein*
Robert M. Epstein
W. G. Ernst
John V. Evans
Thomas E. Everhart
Gary Felsenfeld
Stanley Fields
Harvey V. Fineberg and Mary E. Wilson
Tobie and Daniel J.* Fink
Delbert A. and Beverly C. Fisher
Edith M. Flanigen
Kent V. Flannery
Samuel C. Florman
G. David Forney, Jr.
Harold K.* and Betty Forsen
Henry W. Foster, Jr.*
T. Kenneth Fowler
Hans* and Verena Frauenfelder
Carl Frieden
William L.* and Mary Kay Friend
Mitchell H. Gail
Theodore V. Galambos
Joseph G. Gail
Ronald L. Geer*
E. Peter Geiduschek*
Louis V. Gerstner, Jr.
Nan and Chuck* Geschke
John R. Geyman
Elizabeth and Paul H.* Gilbert
David Ginsburg
David V. Goeddel
Lewis R. Goldfrank
Richard J. Goldstein
Joseph W. Goodman
Richard M. Goody
Enoch Gordis
Emil C. Gotschlich
Roy W. Gould
Ronald L. Graham*
Priscilla and Paul E.* Gray
Shirley and Harry Gray
Robert B. Griffiths
Paul F. Griner
Michael Grossman
Hermann K. Gummel
Philip C. Hanawalt
Wesley L. Harris
Janina and Siegfried Hecker
Donald R. Helinski
Adam Heller
Ernest M. Henley*
John L. Hennessy
Jane Henney and Robert Graham
Arthur H. Heuer
George J. Hirasaki
John P. Hirth
David and Susan Hodges
Joseph F. Hoffman
Frank Hole
Edward E. Hood, Jr.*
Thomas F. Hornbein
Peter M. Houliy
Sarah and Dan Hrdy
Catherine Adams Hutt and Peter Barton Hutt
Richard and Fleur Hynes
Nancy S. and Thomas S. Inui
Robert L.* and Anne K. James
Paul C. Jennings
James O. Jirsa
Donald L. Johnson
Frank and Pam Joklik
Anita K. Jones
Marshall G. Jones
Paul and Julie Kaminski
Melvin F. Kanninen
John and Wilma Kassakian
Samuel L. Katz and Catherine M.* Wilfert
K. I. Kellermann
Charles F. Kennel
Judson and Jeanne King
Miles V. Klein*
Andrew H. Knoll
Joanne and Leon* Knopoff
Albert S. and Elizabeth M. Kobayashi
Jill Howell Kramer
Edward A. and Kathryn F. Kravitz
James L. Lammie*
Norma M. Lang
James S. and Elinor G. A. Langer
Louis J. and M. Yvonne DeWolf Lanzerotti
Joyce C. Lashof*
Gerald and Doris Laubach
Judith R. Lave
Cynthia and Robert Lawrence
Marvin & Annette Lee Foundation: David Lee, Trustee
Anthony Leggett
Ellen Lehman
Robert Lehman
Margaret A. LeMone
Alan and Agnes Leshner
Johanna M.H. Levelt Sengers
Howard Leventhal
Peter W. Likins
Nathan and Barbara Liskov
Jack E. Little
Robert G. Loewy
R. Duncan* and Carolyn Scheer Luce
J. Ross Macdonald
Anthony P. Mahowald
Donald C. Malins
Vincent T. Marchesi
Joyce Marcus
Rudolph A. Marcus
Robert C. Marini
Margo P. Marshak
Ida M. Martinson
Robert D. Maurer
William C. Maurer
Marie McCormick and Robert Blendon
Christopher F. McKee
Richard A. Meserve
James K. and Holly T. Mitchell
Duncan T. Moore
Peter B. Moore
Joel Moses*
John H. Moxley III
Sezaki K. Mtingwa
Darla and George E.* Mueller
Earl M. Murman
Elaine Nadler
Albert Narath
Jaya and Venky Narayanamurti
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*Deceased
Philip and Sima Needleman
John Neerhout, Jr.
Stuart O. Nelson
Elena and Stuart Nightingale
William D. Nix
Ronald and Joan Nordgren
Charles P. O’Brien
Gilbert S. Omenn and Martha A. Darling
Gordon H. Orians
Jeremiah P. Ostriker
Larry* and Carol Papay
Barbara H. Partee
Robert E. Patricelli
Aliene and Thomas K. Perkins
Karl S. Pister*
Jeffrey L. Platt
Thomas and Patty Pollard
Deborah E. Powell
William F. Powers
William H. Press and Jeffrey Howell
Robert and Edwin Przybylowicz
Roy Radner* and Charlotte Kuh
Eli Reshotko
Kenneth A. Ribet
Charles C. Richardson
Jerome G. Rivard
Ruth and Eugene* Roberts
Bernard I. Robertson
Erkki Ruoslahti
Vinod K. Sahney
Linda S. Sanford
Maxine L. Savitz
Randy Schekman
Joseph E. Scherger
Gerold L. Schiebler
Richard Schoen and Doris Fischer-Colbrie
William R. Schowalter
Sara Lee and Axel Schupf
Henry G. Schwartz
Lyle H. Schwartz
Mischa Schwartz
John H. Schwarz
Robert J. Serafin
F. Stan Settles
Iris R. Shannon
Charles J. Sherr and Martine F. Roussel
Kenneth I. Shine
Stephen M. Shortell
Edward H. Shortliffe
Arnold H. Silver
Maxine F. Singer
Jack M. Siressp
Harold C. and Carol H. Sox
Patricia G. Spear
Georges C. St. Laurent, Jr.
Raymond S. Stata
Richard J. and Bobby Ann Stegemeier
Gunter Stein
Joan A. Steitz
Rosemary A. Stevens
Kenneth H. Stokoe
Edward C. Stone
Richard G. Strauch
Lubert and Andrea Stryer
F. William Studier
Norman Sutin*
James M. Symons
Charlotte and Morris Tanenbaum
Samuel O. Their
James M. Tien and Ellen S. Weston
Maury Tigner
Neil E. Todreas
George H. Trilling
Alvin Trivelpiece*
Roxanne and Karl K.* Turekian
Michael S. Turner
Roy and Diana Vagelos
Harold Varmus
Charles M.* and Rebecca M. Vest
Andrew and Erna* Viterbi
Peter K. Vogt
Peter and Josephine von Hippel
Thomas H. and Dee M. Vonder Haar
Irving T. Waaland
Robert and Robyn Wagoner
David B.* and Marvalee H. Wake
Edward E. Wallach
Steven J. Wallach
Gail L. Warden
George D. Watkins
John T. and Diane M. Watson
Sheldon Weing
Herbert Weissbach
Jasper A. Welch, Jr.
Raymond P. White, Jr.
Robert M.* and Mavis White
Ward O. Winer
Evelyn M. Witkin
Owen N. Witte
Edgar S. Woolard, Jr.
Wm. A. Wulf
Carl Wunsch
Tachi* and Leslie Yamada
Ben T. Zinn
Michael and Leslee Zubkoff
Anonymous (1)

Great Hall Society (Annual Giving Society)
The Great Hall Society, the National Academies’ annual giving society, recognizes donors who make leadership-level gifts at two levels: the silver level, for annual gifts totaling $5,000–$9,999, and the gold level, for annual gifts totaling $10,000 or more. Annual funding provides resources that support ongoing activities and outreach efforts while also enabling the National Academies to respond to emerging issues facing our nation and world in a timely manner every year. We gratefully acknowledge the following members and friends who have joined the Great Hall Society in 2022. Boldfaced names are NAM members.

GOLD LEVEL (10,000+)
Bruce and Betty Alberts
Betsy Ancker-Johnson
Joan and Edward* Anders
John and Pat Anderson
John and Elizabeth Armstrong
Nadine Aubry and John L. Batton

2022 Honor Roll of Donors

Great Hall Society (Annual Giving Society)
2022 Honor Roll of Donors

K. Frank Austen
Wanda M. and Wade Austin
Sunanda Basu
Mark Baumgartner
Donald and Joan Beall
Gordon Bell
May R. Berenbaum
Daniel and Frances Berg
Mark T. Bohr
Daniel and Lana Branton
John and Sharon Brauman
Margaret K. Bueche*
Eugen and Cleopatra Cabuz
Charles C. Capen*
Christine K. Cassel
Chau-Chyun and Li-Li Chen
Josephine Cheng
Lili Cheng
Priscilla Chou
Ting Wu and George Church
Ralph J.* and Carol M. Cicerone
Ellen Wright Clayton and Jay Clayton
Graham A. Colditz and Patti L. Cox
Barry and Bobbi Coller
Ross and Stephanie Corotis
Pedro M. Cuatrecasas
Roy Curtiss and Josephine Clark-Curtiss
Mary Czerwinski
Ruth David and Stan Dains
Jeffrey Dean and Heidi Hopper
Pierre Deligne
Julie H. and Robert J. Desnick
Nicholas M. Donofrio
David and Miriam Donoho
Ruth and Victor Dzau
James O. Ellis, Jr. and Elisabeth Paté-Cornell
Dotty* and Gordon England
Delores M. Etter
Harvey V. Fineberg and Mary E. Wilson
Bruce and Pat Finlayson
Henry W. Foster, III
Efi Foufoula-Georgiou and Tryphon Georgiou
Edward H. Frank and Sarah G. Ratchye
Elena and Peter Fuentes-Afflick
Douglas W. and Margaret P. Fuerstenau
Fred H. Gage
Christopher B. Galvin
Michael P. Galvin
Yellow H. Gandhi
Louis V. Gerstner, Jr.
Sid Gilman and Carol Barbour
Roy W. Gould*
Jane Henney and Robert Graham
Paul and Judy Gray
Diane E. Griffin
Jerome H.* and Barbara N. Grossman
Willy Haeberli
Carol K. Hall
John O. and Candace E. Hallquist
Wesley L. Harris
Joshua M. Hauser
Robert Mason Hauser
Susan and David Hibbitt
Eve Higginbotham and Frank Williams
John G. Hildebrand and Gail D. Burd
Lyda Hill
Chad and Ann Holliday
Ming and Eva Hsieh
Michael W. Hunkapiller
Jennie S. Hwang
Irwin and Joan Jacobs
Kathleen Jamieson
Trina and Michael Johns
Frank and Pam Joklik
Fred Kavli*
Teri L. Kelly
Mary Anne Koda-Kimble
Kent Kresa
Patricia Kuhl and Andrew Meitzoff
Jane and Norman N. Li
Robert A. Lieberman
Frances and George Ligler
Stella and Steve Matson
Roger L. McCarthy
Eileen McCauley
John F. McDonnell
Robin K. and Rose M. McGuire
Larry V. McIntire
Andrew P. McMahon
Marcia K. McNutt
George P. Mitchell*
James K. and Holly T. Mitchell
Kelle H. Moley
Gordon and Betty Moore
Charles W. Moorman
Cherry A. Murray
Narayana and Sudha Murty
John Neerhout, Jr.
Gilbert S. Omenn and Martha A. Darling
Thomas and Jo Overbye
Larry* and Carol Papay
Cathy and Paul S.* Peercy
Fernando C. Pereira
Jonathan B. and Donna J. Perlin
Julia M. Phillips and John A. Connor
Percy A. and Olga A. Pierre
Dana A. Powers
James C. Puffer
Stephen Quake
Nancy N. Rabalais
Richard F. and Terri W. Raahid
Buddy Ratner and Cheryl Cromer
Emanuel P. Rivers
Ruth and Eugene* Roberts
Anne K. Roby
Cathy Rogers
Christopher Rogers
Julie and Alton D. Romig, Jr.
Howie Rosen and Susan Doherty
Jonathan J. Rubinstein
William J. Rutter
Henry and Susan Samuei
John M. Samuels, Jr.
Alejandro Sanchez Alvarado
Linda S. Sanford
Charles Sawyers
Leonard D. Schaeffer
Mary Schafrik
Christine E. Seidman
Jonathan G. Seidman
Carla J. Shatz
Jacqueline and Henry Shinefield
James and Marilyn Simons

*Deceased
Carol H. and Harold C. Sox
Raymond S. Stata
Lisa T. Su
Thomas and Marilyn Sutton
John and Janet Swanson
Anne Swenson
Sridhar Tayur and Gunjan Kedia
Hemant K. and Suniti Thapar
Samuel O. Thier
James M. Tien and Ellen S. Weston
Holly and Jeff Ullman
Roy and Diana Vagelos
Andrew and Erna* Viterbi
Robert and Robyn Wagoner
David Walt and Michele May
Darsh T. Wasan
Irving L. Weissman
Myrna M. Weissman
Susan R. Wessler
Ronald A. Williams
Ruth Williams and Bill Helton
Ward O. and Mary Jo Winer
Yannis and Sheryl Yortsos
Elias A. Zerhouni
Jie Zhang
Charles F. Zukoski
Anonymous (2)

SILVER LEVEL ($5,000-$9,999)
Linda M. Abriola and Larry M. Albert
Darlene and John Abt
Ilesanmi and Patience Adesida
David J. Allstot
Jeanne Altmann
Walter and Milly Alvarez
George Anders
Alfredo H. Ang
J. Roger P. Angel
Frances H. Arnold
Harrison H. and Catherine C.* Barrett
Jacqueline K. Barton and Peter B. Dervan
Terry and Roger N. Beachy
Rudy and Anna Bonaparte
Gopa and Arindam Bose
Corale L. Brierley
James A. Brierley
Jeanne Brooks-Gunn
Andrew and Malaney L. Brown
Martin J. Bukovac
Robert L. Byer
Hui Cao
Federico Capasso and Paola Salvini-Capasso
John Carbon and Louise Clarke
Sigrid and Vint Cerf
Selim A. Chacour
Aravinda Chakravarti
Angela Christiano
Hillary and Weston Cookler
France A. Cordova
Kay and Gary Cowger
Steven L. and Karen L. Crouch
Lance and Susan Davis
Johann Deisenhofer
Carlos M. del Rio
Ken A. Dill
Sue K. Donaldson
Bob and Ann Dynes
Abbas El Gamal
Janan and John Eppig
Robert C.* and Marilyn G. Forney
Eric R. Fossum
Katharine G. Frase and Kevin P. McAuliffe
Linda P. Fried
Carl Frieden
Gregory C. Fu
Stephen J. Galli
Alec D. Gallimore and Reates K. Curry
Patricia A. Ganz
James R. Gavin III
Julie L. Gerberding
Martin E. and Lucinda Glicksman
Gary J. Goldberg
Joseph W. Goodman
Gary Gottlieb and Derri Shtasel
Elyyahou Harari
Arthur F. Hebard
Janet G. Hering
Betsy L. Humphreys
Anthony A. James and Cynthia K. French
Michael R. Johnson
Paul and Julie Kaminski
Diana S. and Michael D. King
Joanne Knopoff
Rebecca Koskela
Wook Hyun Kwon
David C. Larbalestier
Guruprasad Madhavan
Kelsey C. Martin
John S. Mayo
Kiran Mazumdar-Shaw
Michael and Pat McGinnis
Elizabeth A. McGlynn
Richard A. Meserve
Nancy A. Moran and Howard Ochman
Jan and E. Phillip* Muntz
Catherine J. Murphy
Michael A. Mussallem
Jaya and Venky Narayanamurti
Philip and Sima Needleman
Ronald and Joan Nordgren
Matt O’Donnell
Susan and Franklin M. Orr, Jr.
Roberto Padovani
William H. Press and Jeffrey Howell
Wanda K. Reder
John F. and Diane Reid
Charles M. Rice III
Lynn Riddiford and James Truman
Ronald S. Robinson
Judith Rodin
Mary Ann and Thomas Romesser
Maxine L. Savitz
Amarpreet S. Sawhney
Donna and Jan Schilling
Fred B. Schneider and Mimi Bussan
Lyle H. Schwartz
Larry J. Shapiro
Heung-Yeung (Harry) Shum and Ka Yan
John Brooks Slaughter
David B. and Virginia H. Spencer
Robert F. and Lee S. Sproull
Georges C. St. Laurent, Jr.
David K. Stevenson
John D. Stobo

*Deceased
We have made every effort to list donors accurately and according to their wishes. If we have made an error, please accept our apologies and contact the Office of Development at 202.334.2431 or namgiving@nas.edu so we can correct our records.